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WONG KAR-WAÏ, “THE CHINESE TARANTINO”?
Who is Wong Kar-waï?
He is a Hong Kong based director, producer,
and screenwriter born in Shanghai, China. He
emigrated to Hong Kong with his family as a
young boy, and it was difficult for him to leave
his siblings behind whom he did not see again
until his mid-teens. This episode of his life had
a huge impact on his works where we can
observe recurrent themes such as separation,
wandering, and memory. After graduating in
1980, he enrolled in a production training
course at the television station TVB, working
as a production assistant on Drama series.
He started in 1980 as director of a thriller
called As Tears Go by, followed by a film called
Days of being wild in 1990. The second one
was a way for him to set up his style by
creating scenes around the memories and
the melancholy of his characters. This film is
recognized as one of the best movies made in
Hong Kong. During his career, Wong directed
more than ten movies with popular ones such
as In Mood for love (2000), 2046 (2004), and
participated in over fifteen screen writings.
Wong showcases through his works his
singularity and uniqueness by playing with
slow motion and expressive use of popular
music. On top of that, what catches our
attention is how realistic the scenes look
through the use of slow-motion and colours.
A lot of his scenes are quite intimate and
romantic thanks to their focus on the mood,
gestures, and glances of his characters.

The use of visual cinematic is very important
for him to share his themes. If things are not
lining, he will just not do it.

“Most writers don’t need to have this
picture [or] go through this experience,
but for me, I have to start making the
films before I start writing. When you
look at my script, you can tell what the
film will look like...”

WONG KAR-WAI

Wong captured international interest with his
films Chungking express (1994) and Fallen
angels (1995). Chungking Express (1994) was
a night painting and an immersion into
modern Hong Kong at the time. That’s when
he got the nickname of “Chinese Tarantino”.
In the mood for love (2000), “an eternal
classic”, and 2046 (2004) have been selected
for the Cannes Film Festival. In In the mood
for love, Wong recreates Hong Kong as he
experienced it when he was young like in
Chungking Express, with an expression of
some of his favorite themes: love and
memory.
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Watching his movies is a whole experience, which we recommend to
everyone. Wong Kar-Waï is acknowledged as one of the most exciting
directors in contemporary cinema. He contributed to the growing global
interest in Asian films. His works are a big influence for photographers,
directors like the talented Barry Jenkins (with Moonlight, 2016), and all kinds of
visual artists.

Wong Kar-Waï - Fallen Angels

Wong Kar-Waï - In the mood for love
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Hong Kong cinema, from its
flourishing rise to its
decline
The origin
All renowned historians and cinema enthusiasts
agree on a single thing over Hong Kong cinema:
its imprecision when it comes to its origin.
Everything is blurry, confused - almost nothing is
left of what it used to be. Despite these missing
pieces, we can estimate its origin to day back
from 1896, when a French team from Studio
Lumière visited the city. Thirteen years later,
“Stealing the Roast Duck” - a short mute film
directed by Liang Shao-Bo- becomes the first
dramatic film produced locally. It is considered as
the first Hong Kong film. On top of this film, the
cinephile historian Paul Fonoroff identified three
more but for which no printed documents or
eyewitnesses remain. The three movies are part
of the debris of a cinema which would become
greatly prolific in later years. Its environment
certainly contributed to its rise: Hong Kong used
to be a British colony, and obtained financial
opportunities as well as the freedom to create
quality works of cinema, worthy of its later
renowned name.
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Eight years after World War I starts, in 1922, the
first Hong Kong motion pictures studio called
“China Sun company” produced its first full
length feature “Rouge”. It became popular
enough to be a success but the Great Strike of
1925 brought to a close most local movie
theaters. China Sun then moves to Shanghai.
This single clue makes us believe that the first
motion picture company in Hong Kong really
existed even though it has now disappeared.
Nobody has accessed it since then, or has been
adventurous enough to look for clips hidden in
old theatres now covered with dust.
The Rebirth
The Thirties were quite prolific for Hong Kong
cinema thanks to the general popularity of now
sound films. At this time, Shanghai was
considered as the “Chinese Hollywood”. A proof
of it was that at the time of development for
such films, the film company “Tyanyi Studio”
produced the first cantonese-speaking film
“Platinum Dragon”. Its success spread
throughout most of South-East Asia and was
enough to relocate the studio’s activities from
Shanghai to Hong Kong.
In itself, the local film industry was in no way
inferior to its continental counterpart, but roles
became reversed with the increased popularity
of speaking film. This exacerbated the clear
opposite of the various Chinese dialects. Hong
Kong being a Cantonese-speaking area, the
government of Kuomintang -the nationalist
party of the Continental area- wished to favour
Mandarin and was against the production of
Cantonese-speaking films.

Picture : Jackie Chan
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Moreover, the government also aimed to eradicate any superstitions and anarchic
ideas by prohibiting martial arts films as well as ghosts stories: in other words,
movies by Wu Xia Pian - the same genre of films which made Shanghai film industry
so successful.
However, movies in Cantonese or from Wu Xia Pian remain popular and Hong
Kong, as a British colony, becomes a region where these films can be created
freely. The region didn’t withhold the same preoccupations and quickly attracted
many film companies following emerging trends.
Thanks to the British controlling, during the sino-japanese war in 1937, Shanghai
sent its entire film industry towards Hong Kong for security reasons, until the
Oriental Pearl tower too fell into the hands of the Japanese at the end of 1941. All
patriotic propaganda films are sent there to be burnt, in order to extract the silver
nitrate contained inside.
Since then, nothing of what Hong Kong cinema in the first four decades of the 20th
century remains. Everything which hadn’t been destroyed by the Japanese army
has simply been lost under bad storage conditions such as heat and humidity. No
traces of film archives seems to be left and therefore, not a single Hong Kong prewar movie is left. Most of what we know is the restricted result of a few documents
and testimonies.
The Post-war Period
The war built a large gap between film productions: it is only in 1946 that a postwar movie first appears. These years are also marked by a certain flow of capital,
but also of talents from continental China. This exodus participating in making
Hong Kong cinema thrive until its peak popularity in the seventies.
A rivalry between Mandarin cinema -prominent at the time- and Cantonese cinema
builds up. The latter gains interest from the end of the forties until the middle of
the sixties -though it was considered as mediocre, since Mandarin movies tended
to be of better quality and higher budget in their production. But with this
increased budget, Mandarin companies could only follow main trends and give the
public specifically what they wanted in order to increase their means of production,
but foolishly fell into the competition trap.
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1963 was a reference year when it comes to
cinema, with the release of “Cleopatra” starring
Elizabeth Taylor, Visconti directing “The
Leopard” with an amazing flock of actors, as
well as the leader of the French New Wae, JeanLuc Godard, who directed “Contempt”,
highlighting the soft and hypnotic beauty of a
young Brigitte Bardot. 1963 was also the year
when the British colony of Hong Kong had the
brilliant idea to impose English subtitles in all of
its films. This idea almost comes as a blessing,
for it participated in the expansion, the easing involuntarily- of popularizing Hong Kong
cinema among other South-East Asian
countries, as well as Chinese emigrants,
especially in the western world.
Cantonese is back
Who would have thought in the early seventies,
that movies in cantonese would have almost
disappeared - due to the Mandarin studios
such as “Shaw Brothers” as well as the
messification of cantonese television programs
(which later participated in the rebirth of
Cantonese movies with more realistic films
about modern Hong Kong life). In fact, those
studios began to lead a new generation of
martials arts movies which would later become
the renowned Kung Fu genre as we all know it.
But those which played a major role in the
rebirth of cantonese cinema were the Hui
brothers, with the famous comedies which won
over a lot of viewers.
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The seventies also introduce a promising talent
into the world of cinema, who is none other than
Bruce Lee! Born in California, where Western
cinema would only offer stereotypical roles, he
started to feel a certain bitterness which urged
him to show what Asian actors were capable of and he aced it! He signed a contract with the
“Golden Harvest” and played in “The Big Boss”,
which came out in 1971 and allowed him to rank
as a legend and a martial art star (especially after
his sudden death in 1973), turning him into a
global icon. Jackie Chan as well, signed with Gode
Harvest, which had become the first Hong Kong
studio. His films became highly popular in Asia
over the following years. Both actors their movies
then turned into classics and played a crucial role
in the introduction of Hong Kong cinema to
foreign markets.
The golden years
The eighties were a triumphant decade for Hong
Kong cinema - which finds some modernity and
gains leadership in the South-east asian film
market, as well as the Cantonese market and the
Occident which has the eyes fixed on it.
Hong Kong has everything it needs to succeed, its
cinema finally prospers! This evolution sees a
change in techniques and a more sophisticated
visual style, mixing modern special effects and its
own cinema. Indeed, genres get combined and
tend to become more sensational: comedy,
action, supernatural, erotism often appear in the
same film. As an example, we can name the
director and producer Wong Jing.

Picture: Bruce Lee
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This decade also witnessed the rise of another
iconic genre, which would later become a
synonym to Hong Kong: gangster movies, such
as “Heroic Bloodshed”, or the renowned “Better
tomorrow” from Wu Yusen. This genre will later
define most of Hong Kong movies from the end
of the eighties to the nineties and will greatly
impact global cinema, becoming a major genre
in Hollywood later on. Directors such as Quentin
Tarantino, Luc Besson or Martin Scorcese would
have remained anonymous if it hadn’t been for
Hong Kong cinema. Their main inspirations came
from it, and they never hid this fact, to the point
of importing some scenes into their own films.
Hong Kong cinema is quite bloody and had been
able to pave the way. The biggest never forget
the root of their ideas that Hollywood praised.
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The Fall

In the nineties, Hong Kong cinema started to
decline, a phenomenon which persisted until the
beginning of 2000. Many factors are to blame:
production
figures
halved,
American
blockbusters regularly steal the spotlight (in
paradox, Hong Kong movies also gain popularity
in America around the same time). The Asian
economic crisis also plays a part by exhausting
sources of funding and depleting the public.
Simultaneously, film quality declines, uses and
abuses of long-used formulas, tickets prices
soars just like illegal downloading in South Asia.
And let’s not forget the censorship enforced in
the city at the time. In 2003, the industry sits at
its lowest. And while most think it couldn’t go
lower, the SRAS pandemic hits, closing down
The Hong Kong New Wave
cinemas and stopping film production for
months. The downfall is all the more cruel that
This article wouldn’t be complete without the public loses two of its long-loved stars Leslie
mentioning the Hong Kong New Wave, also Cheung and Anita Mui.
called “Second Wave”. This film movement can
sound unknown, but from the second half of the Hong Kong cinema, despite its hurdled history,
eighties, it revealed young directors such as Ann seems to be at a halt and will forever remain
Hui, Stanley Kwan, Clara Law, Mabel Cheung and marked by past events, living in the shadows of
of course, Wong Kai-Wai. Wong is mainly famous the films which pioneered it while later
for his avant-garde works, for which he was innovating for global cinema. Only time will tell if
intentionally praised at the BAFTA, Cesar the industry will be reborn from its ashes,
ceremony, as well as the Cannes Festival. He is nourishing a new generation of artists and
also famous for the film “In the Mood for Love”, propelling expectations to higher levels.
which features his forever partner Tony Leung, Collective nostalgia might be shaken enough to
together with Maggie Cheung.
welcome Hong Kong cinema back without
apprehension.
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The new trend of Thai « Boy’s
Love » ; why this success ?
Does the term Boy’s Love ring a bell? Have you ever heard of Fujoshi? Of Yaoi? Let
us bring you into this rather peculiar world.
A look-back is necessary in order to understand these different terminologies.
Boy’s Love, also called Yaoi, comes straight from Japan and is a genre of manga
centered around romantic and/or sexual gay relationships. This genre of
manga is widely read by a female audience in Japan. Their fans are called the
Fujoshi.
The popularity of Boy’s Love has spread to the rest of Asia and has since
recently reached Western countries as well. We will, however, be focusing on
the hype surrounding Thai Boy’s Love TV shows and their growing success in
Europe. Often adapted from existing Japanese manga, these limited shows are
having an unqualified success in Thailand.

To what do Boy’s Love owe their popularity? And why Thai shows and not the
Japanese ones?
We can wonder where this phenomenon enjoyed by young girls is coming
from, and why is it Thai shows and not the original Japanese manga getting all
the attention.
First of all, the LGBTQIA+ community continuously makes itself heard and fights
for its right all around the globe. It is in the continuity of a more inclusive vision
that Thai Boy’s Love (also known as BL) have arisen.
Although Boy’s Love, which originated from the Nippon archipelago, constitutes
a sub-culture in Japan, the case is quite different in Thailand. In the last five
years, romantic TV shows about two young men has had so much success that
they outgrew the category of sub-culture to become a proper part of popular
teen culture. What if Thailand was at the core of this genre?
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Mew Suppasit & Kanawut Traipipattanapong

Lastly, these are light-hearted shows meant to be entertaining
above all, yet homosexuality is still a taboo topic in Thailand,
contrary to what we could believe. By becoming a dominant part of
teen culture among young girls, Yaoi as a genre brought more
visibility and representation to the young LGBTQIA+ community.
The show 2GETHER, which put the genre under the spotlight:
The TV show 2GETHER is without doubt the one which ignited the
buzz surrounding Boy’s Love. It ticks all the demands from the genre:
light-hearted, entertaining, romantic, and features two actors with
doll-like faces. They captured the hearts of millions of young girls
around the world. Tin (Metawin Opas-iamkajorn) and Sarawat
(Vachirawit Chiva-aree) have managed to renew the genre in a way
that launched it in Japan, the country where the manga from which
the show is adapted came from. This phenomenal success allowed
for a season 2 to be produced, following more of their romantic
adventures, which is quite rare.
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The rise of Thai cinema
We bet you have already watched at least one
Thai show. But what do you know about the
Thai cinema industry and its evolution?
Thailand has for a long time and even now has
been prized for its landscape in the cinema.
A lot of tourists there discovered the country
thanks to Hollywood and some movies such as
Very Bad trip 2. But the Thai cinema itself knew
difficulties to impose its presence on the
market, even it knew its golden age in the ’30s.
This was because of the Hollywood movies that
were stealing the scene even on the local
market. It was complex to expand the cinema
beyond the borders because Thailand movies
scene is one of the most unknown in Asia and
largely behind the Korean cinema for example.
With a new wave of directors that are reaching
commercial and artistic success, filmmakers
tried to go outside their comfort zone which is
restrictive and traditional to create experimental
short films and features. With this movement, a
lot of films gained some prizes such as Blissful
yours by the leader of this movement
Apichatpong Weerasethakul in 2002. This film
won the Un certain Regard prize at the Cannes
Festival. A second film that he made called
Tropical Malady featuring a gay romance
between an army soldier and a country guy was
a jury-prize winner at Cannes. Both of those
films got a limited screening in Thailand due to
the contents.

On the mainstream side, a lot of successful films
had been made such as Fan Shan (2010),
Shutter (2008), Kung Fu Tootsie (2007),
Bangkok Traffic Love Story (2009). Also
under the GDH 559, a lot of successful movies
has been created. Among them, we can
highlight
Bad Genius (2017) which is
registered as a national heritage film by the Thai
Film Archive. The film is one of the symbols of
the
modern
Thai
film
industry
and
contemporary Thai culture.
Through the years, Thai cinema has tried to
diversify with various genres from Horror,
animation to thrillers. Whatever the genre is, it
will have some comedy inside. More the Thai
films scene has a lot of movies featuring
Kathoey (transgender people) or gay people. In
those movies, they are mainly the main
characters as in the Thai Television (Thai
dramas) with BL. Those movies are always
highlighting different realities and difficulties
faced by gay and transgender people in
Thailand. But some movies like Bangkok Love
story (2007) directed by Poj Arnon were hailed
because this film was seen as a departure from
the stereotyped view of homosexuals as
transvestites. And the director also claimed as
“Brave enough to shake society up).
CELIN
E
The Thai cinema is getting
more
and more
recognition (even if less
than
the Thai television)
Editor
and translator
than it deserved. We are curious to see what
the future will bring to the industry.

Picture: Tan Kaninthanond on Unsplash
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We can usually categorize Japanese
cinema into five genres: anime, jidaigeki,
kaiju eiga, kowai hanashi (also known as
J-horror), and yakuza eiga.

The different genres
of Japanese cinema

Japan is a country particularly known for
its film culture, whose surface has been
barely scratched off. This film culture has
often been looked over with superficiality
as the language barrier has made it
overwhelming for some to watch and
dive into. Everybody knows their
animated movies or anime. They are
probably the most well-known type of
film across Japan and overseas. But
besides this, people rarely acknowledge
the different film genres constituting
Japanese cinema, which is why this article
is here: to satisfy the curiosity of some
and to fill in the gaps of others’
knowledge.
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ANIME

JIDAIGEKI

The name Hayao Miyazaki might ring a
bell. You might have heard of Grave of
the fireflies or Princess Mononoke,
which are two of the most popular
anime. But it is Spirited Away that has
brought popularity to the genre by
becoming the most appreciated one
ever and winning the Academy Award
for Best Animated Feature in 2002.

Jidaigeki are samurai movies taking place
during the Edo era. The Seven Samurai is
a perfect example of it, on top of being
considered as one of the best movies of
all time by cinephiles. The key element in
these movies is the internal conflict the
samurai goes through, between giri (his
duty and obligations towards his master)
and ninko (his human emotions and
compassion).
CELINE
Editor and translator
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KAIJU EIGA

KOWAI HANASHI

Japan is also known for its ‘monster’
movies. Godzilla came out in 1954 and is
still being talked about today! Fun fact:
the film title combines the Japanese
words for gorilla and whale, after a
strong man who worked on the film and
was nicknamed like this. The rest is
history.

While American horror movies often
depend on special effects and bloody
scenes, Japanese horror movies focus
more on the psychological impact of fear
and often use ghosts. Japan, with a
country with a long tradition of eerie and
mysterious tales, has known how to get
the most inspired by it.

YAKUZA EIGA

AND MANY MORE ...

Yakuza, members of the Japanese mafia,
are often romanticized in movies as if
they were modern samurais, men of
honour living in the margins of society in
order to keep their traditional values.
Moreover, a film franchise has been
made based on the SEGA video game
‘Yakuza’, where we follow a Yakuza’s
romanced and idealized life. He only
lives for what he deems fair and would
gladly cut his fingers off as tradition
demands if he goes against it.

The film genres mentioned so far only
showcase a small part of how diverse
Japanese cinema is. This small lexicon
shed some more light on it.
Kateigeki: Domestic dramas
Bungei eiga: Literary adaptations
Pinky eiga: Softcore erotic movies (but
still quite extreme compared to Western
standards)
Ero-guro: Erotic-grotesque
Shakai-mono: Movies about social
issues
Shomingeki: Movies about middle-class
familial issues

CELINE
Editor and translator
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And what about South Korean cinema?
The South Korean Cinema is now well accepted around the world with famous awarded
movies such as Parasite. The film industry has transformed a lot through the years. South
Korean society has evolved rapidly and the country developed greatly in less than 50 years.
It encountered a lot of issues such as the Japanese occupation as well as other foreign
countries’ occupations.
These periods affected a lot the Korean Cinema with a “nationalism” spirit called “Han” that
means “Suppressed anger, hate and holding a grudge” with a persistent nostalgia. The
“Han” is defined also through the “collective emotion of the nation”, a lamentation of the
tragic past and the time they lost. The “Han” was represented a lot in Korean movies such
as the movie The story of Chunyang (2000).
But through the years, South Korean movies have slowly been moving away from “Han''
and embracing the present. They try to find their place in our globalized world while
staying authentic. Movies are no longer based on the tragic past of South Korea and
embrace some “western” styles such as serial killers movies like Memories of murders
(2003) and other genres. Korean movies nowadays have various styles which differ greatly
from the “Han” ones. The “new Korean cinema” is highlighting a lot of problems existing in
modern societies such as loneliness and the feeling of being lost and the need to find
ourselves (Burning, 2018), the Wealth Gap (Parasite, 2019) or the lonely lives of older
people in South Korea (The Chase,2017).
There are also movies that really get inspired by American cinema such as Time to hunt
(2020), Old boy (2003), Alive (2020) and Train to Busan (2016) showing unusual themes in
South Korea such as “Zombies” and “Gangsters”.
More and more new kinds of movies are emerging and are catching the eyes and hearts of
the local and international viewers. Bong Joon Ho won four awards overseas including the
best picture at the Academy Awards with Parasite (2019) and was nominated twice with
Okja (2017) including at the “Palme d’or” of the 72th Cannes film festival. The intriguing
movie Burning (2018) by Lee Chang Dong was nominated three times at the Saturn
Awards. The new movie Minari (2020) by Lee Isaac Chung, highlighting the life of Korean
immigrants in the US has already won the best motion picture and has also received other
nominations. Thus, Korean movies are emerging on the international scene but there are
still a lot of movies that we don’t even know exist and have great potential.
CELINE
Editor and translator
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On top of that, Korean Cinema displays extremely well the feelings of the characters
playing with colors, angles and lights in such a special way which you won’t find anywhere
else. You can sense the strong Korean touch that is always added. For example: the Indie
movie Voice of Silence (2020) in which the character can’t speak and expresses only his
feelings through gestures or his face as well as the Netflix movie Time to hunt (2020) in
which you can feel the tension of the characters with beautiful, yet oppressing colors.

Bong Joon-Ho - Memories of Murder (2003)

CELINE
Editor and translator

